HOTELS
The Courtyard by Marriott in
Evansville, Indiana, uses seven
Navien NPE‑240’s to provide a
steady supply of hot water for
high and low demand.

The Courtyard
by Marriott
Evansville, IN

In addition to the featured hotel case study
to the left, Navien products are efficiently
saving energy and supplying endless hot
water to many other hotels . A selected group,
currently profiting from Navien’s technology,
is listed below:

This Courtyard
by Marriott is a
state-of-the-art hotel
recently built in
Evansville, Indiana .

Situation
Scott Reed, design engineer for Evansville
Winnelson said, “It’s great when you
can show off your products in a nicely
designed installation . We really appreciate
the craftsmanship from Altstadt Plumbing .”

The Courtyard by Marriott has to supply hot water on demand to
119 rooms as well as a laundry facility and a small restaurant. Demand
varies greatly depending on the number of guests and restaurant traffic,
so the hotel needed a system to provide the flexibility of handling peak
loads and off times.

Domestic Hot Water to Fixtures

Hampton Inn and Suites
Oldsmar, FL

Solution
Design engineer Scott Reed from Evansville Winnelson, the Navien
distributor, designed a hot water supply system with seven Navien
NPE‑240 water heaters and three unheated tanks to circulate water to
and from the Navien heaters. Joe Cox from Altstadt Plumbing worked
with Scott to plan and install the system. The entire installation took less
than two weeks.
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Naples, FL

Efficiency for high and low demand: Joe explained how they
configured the water heating system. “You’ve got to consider how many
rooms there are based on the fixtures and the amount of occupancy you
can have at one time and then basing that on gallons per minute, get the
size of the equipment needed to handle that load. But you don’t want
equipment running constantly when it’s not needed. That’s where Navien
becomes a benefit because in times of low use they can run minimally or
not run at all. Then in highest demand periods, all seven Naviens kick in.”
Scott added, “We used unheated storage tanks to supply plenty of water
to the Navien heaters. At any one point in time there’s 119 gallons times
three which is close to 360 gallons that can be drawn out for heating.”
Easier venting installation: “On this installation we used schedule 40
PVC solid core for intake and CPVC schedule 80 for exhaust,” Joe said.

Hot water for a full
house or single guest

Durability: Joe likes the long‑term reliability of the NPE unit. “With the two
stainless steel heat exchangers you don’t have to worry about scaling and
corrosion so much. And basically the warranties are great.”

Optional DHW Recirculation

Multiple NPE with
Multiple Storage Tanks
to meet Flow/ Temp Rise
Requirements
The Sandman
BC,
Canada
This drawing is for demonstration purposesSurrey,
only. All
CAD
drawings and specifications
may be found at http://www.navienamerica.com/Engineers_Architects/Page1/Specifications

• Best Western, Multiple Locations, USA
• Country Inn Suites, Youngstown, OH
• Culver Cove Resort and Conference Center, Culver, IN
• Dancing Bear Motel, Colebrook, NH
• Econo Lodge, New Ashford, MA
• Hampton Inn and Suites, Multiple Locations, USA
• Hawthorn Suites by Wyndham, Cedar Rapids, IA
• Holiday Inn, Multiple Locations, USA & Canada
• La Quinta Hotel, Multiple Locations, USA
The
diningNV
• MGM Grand - Private Executive Houses, Las
Vegas,
• Motel Grande Prairie, Grande Prairie, AB room is served
by a kitchen
• Red Roof Inn, Round Rock, TX
that requires
• The Courtyard by Marriott, Evansville, IN
high volumes
• The Inn On 5th, Naples, FL
of hot water
• The Lodge at Woodloch, Hawley, PA
provided by the
• The Sandman Signature Hotel, Surrey, BC Navien system .

To learn and see more, visit
www .Navien .com/Commercial
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Benefits

Joe Cox, Altstadt Plumbing, has been
working with Navien tankless systems
for over five years .
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The Courtyard by Marriott in
Evansville, Indiana, uses seven
Navien NPE‑240’s to provide a
steady supply of hot water for
high and low demand.
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This Courtyard
by Marriott is a
state-of-the-art hotel
recently built in
Evansville, Indiana .

Situation
Scott Reed, design engineer for Evansville
Winnelson said, “It’s great when you
can show off your products in a nicely
designed installation . We really appreciate
the craftsmanship from Altstadt Plumbing .”

The Courtyard by Marriott has to supply hot water on demand to
119 rooms as well as a laundry facility and a small restaurant. Demand
varies greatly depending on the number of guests and restaurant traffic,
so the hotel needed a system to provide the flexibility of handling peak
loads and off times.

Domestic Hot Water to Fixtures

4-14 Tanks

Solution
Design engineer Scott Reed from Evansville Winnelson, the Navien
distributor, designed a hot water supply system with seven Navien
NPE‑240 water heaters and three unheated tanks to circulate water to
and from the Navien heaters. Joe Cox from Altstadt Plumbing worked
with Scott to plan and install the system. The entire installation took less
than two weeks.
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Joe Cox, Altstadt Plumbing, has been
working with Navien tankless systems
for over five years .
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(A) Tankless Circulator (Bronze or S.S)
Selected Shall be 16 GPM Max (4 Per
Tankless) @ 23' Total Head (10 PSI) + pipe,
valves, fittings & tank. (B) Install Circuit Setters
to Maintain Flow into Units @ 4 GPM Maximum

Benefits
Efficiency for high and low demand: Joe explained how they
configured the water heating system. “You’ve got to consider how many
rooms there are based on the fixtures and the amount of occupancy you
can have at one time and then basing that on gallons per minute, get the
size of the equipment needed to handle that load. But you don’t want
equipment running constantly when it’s not needed. That’s where Navien
becomes a benefit because in times of low use they can run minimally or
not run at all. Then in highest demand periods, all seven Naviens kick in.”
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This drawing is for demonstration purposes only. All CAD drawings and specifications
may be found at http://www.navienamerica.com/Engineers_Architects/Page1/Specifications

Scott added, “We used unheated storage tanks to supply plenty of water
to the Navien heaters. At any one point in time there’s 119 gallons times
three which is close to 360 gallons that can be drawn out for heating.”
Easier venting installation: “On this installation we used schedule 40
PVC solid core for intake and CPVC schedule 80 for exhaust,” Joe said.

Hot water for a full
house or single guest

Durability: Joe likes the long‑term reliability of the NPE unit. “With the two
stainless steel heat exchangers you don’t have to worry about scaling and
corrosion so much. And basically the warranties are great.”
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High demand
applications such
as the laundry room
may require all seven
NPE-240’s to run while
supplying hot water to
a guest shower may
only take one .

The dining
room is served
by a kitchen
that requires
high volumes
of hot water
provided by the
Navien system .
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